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Forget the cell matrix for the fantastic Battesclassic game modes Return the official battlefields of the Playerunknown, designed exclusively for mobile.Extreme Firefights, chicken dinners at 10 minutes.ã, â,¬ â ¢ most of the epic Battle Royale Gamefree with lots of new events. In mobile pubg, raise up and freely the focus to the contents of your heart.
Pubg Mobile is the original Mobile Battle Royale and the Shooter Mobile apex.ã, â,¬ â ¢ Play for free anywhere, at any time. PUBG mobile with a new mental state! Shootouts and fire fighting with the most honest experience imaginable. All free! Ã, â,¬ â â â ¢ extreme firefight, dinners a 10 minute cents of ready guns and respond to the call to
weapons in the matchmaking of the free fire of mobile pubg. Ã ¢ â,¬ â ¢ Epic New Modesposs Mobile: Flora Menace brings a new state of free epic fire against unknown invaders. The PUBG planet from invasion and fire Yarilo! Answer the call of the battlefields and realizes your duty to protect your home! The cellular matrix is descending. Get ready
to experience the apex of Battle Royales! Ã, â,¬ â â ¢ Massive maps, more Battlespubg Mobile has a lot of options to give you a new state of shiver and survival in each map. Call your friends to your duty and play in new methods together! Feel free to shoot everything you see! Ã, â,¬ â ¢ Designed exclusively for customizable control devices, training
methods and vocal chat with friends. Discover more fluid controls and more realistic weapons on mobile.PUBG Mobile offers the best articles and high-resolution gameplay. Stay your desires, Pubg Mobile answers your call. Try and shoot away with an incredible selection of weapons available for free. New elements, maps and methods are constantly
added! Pubg Mobile offers the most intense free multiplayer action for the mobile phone. Fall, gears and compete. Survive the classic EPIC 100-Player battles, useful mode and Team Deathmatch team of Team 4V4 Fast Pacificate and zombie modes. Survival is the key and the last standing victory. When the duties call, fire to a volunte! Follow us:
Facebook: �¯Â¼ Å https: // Discord. dd / pubgmcontact Our customer service on pubgmobile_cs@tencentgames.com if you have questions. Set 14, 2021 Version 1.6.0 Over 1 billion players WorldWideepic Battle Royale free on MobileNew Mode Flora Menace invades your screen - New mode: Flora MenaceErangel has been invaded by alien plants
known as Yarilo. After absorbing special energy, Yarilo quickly took the main main urban areas and created the rejuvenation barrier, which has healing powers. The cellular matrix, a gigantic spaceship that carries the escape hopes of all, went out of control due to invasion. Go to the cellular matrix to conduct investigations, reclaim energy and
experience fantastic battles with random and respawn weapons. Call the DynaHex supplies to keep you well stocked in battle. Return of classic maps and methods paid attention to the discussion of all for the various game modes. We feel extremely honored that the game modes we worked so hard were so well received. We plan to report the
following modes. For more information, please follow official ads and follow our official social media accounts.1. Metro Royale: Reunion2. Titans: last stand3. Vikendi4. Survive up to Dawn5. Payload 2.06. Model of infection7. Power Runic8. Vs on new social features we want to mobile pubg to be a game that you like to play and a way to share, show
and meet new We have added new social features to make it cheaper to make you meet new friends who also love Pubg Mobile.1 Use the new Highlights feature to share your fantastic sounds! You can enable this in the settings. You can also view your career results and share them in chats and on external platforms.2. The rankings of the region will
be tested in some countries / regions. You can choose a popular area / landmark in your country. Players in the same It can compete against the other in a competitive way in the ranking of the region. You can get the corresponding titles and invite players to the same region to collaborate with you, as well as chat with them and view their states.Improvements of experience in mobile pubg, we always want all our players to participate in tournaments, become more qualified And share their results. We are committed to improving your combat experience and provide more opportunities and prizes because you gave it all.1. Added playoffs to the All-Talent championship. All teams that have not
qualified for the finals in the semi-finals will have the opportunity to participate in this. They have no regrets! We also added weekly rankings to give players more opportunities for exposure.2. Cycle 1 Season 2 (9/17 Ã ¢ â,¬ "11/18) offers you better awards, more fresh effects and more popular functionality than before.3. Improved visualization of
some effects, as well as emote performance and basic checks . Your game experience should now be damped .- Royale Pass Month 3: Chef Special (9/17 "10/17) Best Awards at the same price! Will you be the golden chicken? Try your luck! I absolutely love this game and played every day since I found it a month ago. I even spent $ 25 on the S5 pass
to support you guys. I really wanted to give 5 stars but there is something that is throwing me at any end. Dies that you join the team mode, live for several minutes and get some kills and complete things towards missions. But then you die .. it happens right? But I learned the way difficult that if you leave the game after dying, but someone in the
team is still going, don't get credit for anything you did in that game (kills, DMG or Healing done, etc. All that can count to Some RP missions or daily quests). The only way to get your credit is to stay and specot until the last member of the team dies. Because, because, you have to expenditure possibly 20-30 minutes sitting there only to get credit for
the things you have already done. I think this is really disgusting and you don't feel very well. Especially since this is a demanding mobile game, because wasting another 20 minutes of battery life sitting there when you can't play, only specta. Come seriously guys give us this quality updating of life, it makes sense. I would go back to 100% and change
this review of 5 stars, I have no other complaints about this fantastic game. The game is fun, everything works well and it's nice to play! I played since it came out and without problems what never except the fact that hackers have found a way to take advantage! It's not just because people are actually trying to classify and others hackings to classify.
People are putting the money in this game and what can we make you screw once from a person who shoots through a wall? Naah is not right but really what do you do when we report them? However sometimes, sometimes, when I stretch my player stands the backup that killed me sometimes. Some cars drive silly, slide or don't even want to drive
normal even sometimes people will not die when they hit them on a legitimate speed to kill them, it makes that noise. The robots are fresh because free killings and free booty but once I was in the middle of a battle and a bot was shooting me from behind like what? Or give away our position quickly because we're killing him or we're shooting maybe
we shouldn't have robots and hackers? The game would be a 5-star and make more money $$ You should also add the new PLEASEE maps, I know Miramar is a new one, but it would be nice !!! I am a decent player and I know it's not my next update that you should solve those and add that new map please likes us a lot! Overall the game will always
be my favorite game of Battle Royale! Thanks! Hi, thanks for bringing him to our warning. Please send us screenshots of such activities on pubgmobile_cs@tencentgames.com. We will take the necessary actions against players who Our game. You can also return the gambling options into mobile pubs. With your help, we will make the mobile PubG the
best game that can be! I played pubg for a couple of years every time it's the same when it comes to purchases. I bought $ 10 for the wheel value of luck loot and I absolutely didn't have a lot of good value. It is obvious that the developers control the whole loot that is purchased so that PPL spends more money. Super frustrating I returned to playing
call of duty mobile because they offer more skins around and I'm not sagged with the loot. The game plays everything else is very glitchy and even when the servers give you a football of points to lose points and the problem has never been solved. Reporting of anything for them is useless that they never answer and seem to not just want money from
people who never update with new maps or offer a better booty. I'm done with this game is a waste of time. I have to change my review because I forgot the most important review of all of them. Ok, I don't understand how I was playing the game, I was shot down with a 250 body armor helmet 3, my helmet was full of 150 points and body armor at
250 nothing was taken away but I was shot down by someone who shoots you. Fa Nooooo makes sense to have armor and helmets if all the damage won before being felled !! Plz fixes the problem and only then will I return to play the game !! What is the agreement with RP I completed the AM Max season out of 100 and have left missions, complete
the missions with my RP non-stack but not yet if I buy RP Impiler at YÃ ¢ â,¬ direct looting! Hi, we apologize for the inconvenience caused. Please contact our customer service team at stake with details, we will investigate you and help you immediately. "The developer, Tencent Mobile International Limited, has indicated that App's privacy practices
may include data manipulation as described below. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The following data can be used for Tracking the apps and property websites of other companies: the following data can be collected and connected to your identity: contact information User content identifiers The following data can be
collected, but is not connected to your identity: the practices on Privacy may vary, for example, based on the functionality you use or at east. Learn ... Supports Privacy Policy Policy
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